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respected the quadrennial timetable of
national parliamentary and presidential
elections while ensuring that such elec
tions cannot be the means of remov
ing Putin and his network from power.
Such accomplishments, among others,
help explain why independent Russian
polling agencies have registered popu
lar support for Putin in the range of 6080% throughout nearly the entirety of
his tenure in office.
Under Putin's tenure, Russian-Amer
ican relations-after a brief alliance
to defeat al-Qaeda and the Taliban in
Afghanistan in the fall of 200 I -dete
riorated to the point where in 2015-16
Russian internet agents and intelligence
operatives intervened in the U.S. Presi
dential election through a combination
of hacking of computer systems and net
works, disingenuous Facebook and oth
er social media posts, etc. Putin and his
network evidently concluded that Russia
had so little to hope for from the bilateral
relationship with Washington that the in
evitable costs of such interference would
be tolerable. In fact, the political fallout
in the United States was so great that
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Congress passed veto-proof legislation
preventing President Trump from lifting
economic sanctions against Russia, im
posed after Russia's seizure of Crimea,
without Congress's prior approval.
U.S., and especially European
Union, economic sanctions against
Russia, in place since 2014, have re
inforced a marked economic stagna
tion in Russia that was apparent before
their imposition. The Russian econo
my, which grew on average about 7%
per year during Putin's first two terms
as President (2000-08), recovered to
just half that after the rebound from
the world recession of 2008-09 and
by 2013-before the onset of Western
economic sanctions and while the price
of Russia's most important export oil
was at a historically high average of
$100 per barrel-Russian economic
growth was tending toward zero. Once
again, while the Russian economy sur
vived the twin shocks of historically
low oil prices and economic sanctions,
the country struggled to grow much be
yond 1-2% per year, even as oil prices
recovered from lows of approx. $30
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per barrel in 2014 to over $80 at time
of writing. This suggests that Putin's
economic model of a state-dominated
natural resource (especially fossil fu
els) economy may have reached the
limits of its capacity for development.
To the extent that this is true, this
economic impasse (not yet a crisis) in
tersects with a political challenge that
bedevils every authoritarian regime:
how to arrange for a succession that
preserves the leader's legacy without
undermining his authority in the in
terim? From this perspective, a central
strength of Putin's political system
the intense personal loyalty toward him
of the network of military, paramilitary,
intelligence and others-could serve
to work against the future political sta
bility of Russia were Putin no longer
in the picture: authoritarian govern
ment is not necessarily the same thing
as well-institutionalized governance.
The analogies with the Soviet Union
in the late Brezhnev period, when the
government continually deferred hard
choices until there were no longer any
good ones, are highly suggestive.

The Putin political machine

hen Putin was appointed prime
minister by then President Yelt
sin in August 1999, Russia was in many
respects teetering on the verge of be
coming a failed state: national political
and economic institutions barely func
tioned and where they did, they were
often captured by small networks of
well-financed private banking inter
ests exploiting the state for their own
purposes. As already noted, the gov
ernment had lost the war of secession
against Chechnya between 1994-96.
The Russian state was precariously de
pendent on foreign creditors, includ
ing the strongly U.S.-in:fluenced Inter
national Monetary Fund; by the late
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1990s, the cost of servicing Russia's
external public debt was approaching
80-90% of government revenues. Not
surprisingly under these circumstanc
es, in August J 998 the Russian Trea
sury defaulted on its domestic and for
eign debt obligations. Barter exchange
had replaced cash payment throughout
much of the economy and the govern
ment was frequently unable to pay the
budgeted salaries of military officers,
police, and border troops, not to men
tion teachers, doctors, and millions
of ordinary workers still dependent
on the state for employment. Amidst
this widespread social and economic
dislocation, suicides and divorces sky
rocketed, births plummeted, and male
life expectancy declined into the high
50s, where it remained throughout the
decade. The Russian military-industrial
base survived principally due to sales
abroad, especially to China, as the Rus
sian government was in no condition to

pay for the weaponry produced in local
factories. In foreign policy, NATO had
begun to admit former Soviet satellite
allies Poland, Hungary, and the Czech
Republic while almost at the same mo
ment (March 1999) NATO launched
a three-month air war against Russian
historical ally Serbia; Russia protest
ed without effect as NATO bombers
(99% of which were U.S.) devastated
the Serbian economy. From Moscow's
vantage point, there seemed to be no
limit to NATO's future expansion and
Russia's geopolitical retreat.
A significant, though now waning,
source of Putin's popularity in Russia
stems from the comparison that most
Russians make with life and policy un
der his rule with the Russia of the late
Gorbachev period and 1990s. The es
tablishment of economic and financial
stability at home and the assertion of
Russian interests abroad in the Putin
years are seen as a major improvement

PUTIN 'S
over the Gorbachev and Yeltsin years.
indirect confirmation may be found in
a September 2021 poll conducted by
the independent Levada Center that
found that a plurality of Russians nos
talgically prefers the economic, social,
and even political security-real and
imagined-of tbe Soviet system, even
in its later, declining years, to alterna
tives associated with the liberal West.
In addition, specific policy decisions
taken by Putin as well as his demontrated capacity for crisis management
in key instances have reinforced his
bold on Russian opinion. For instance,
early in his tenure, Putin imposed a
90% charge on oil exports earned by
Russian firms above the price of $28
per barrel. Enough of those funds were
directed into state-managed accounts
so that by 2006, Russia bad fully paid
off its foreign sovereign debt; and in
2008-09, when a truly existential
crisis struck the Russian economy in
the form of the collapse of global oil
prices, Putin could exploit a $600 bil
lion reserve fund of dollars and euros
to act as a financial shock absorber and
avoid the collapse that Gorbachev and
Yeltsin experienced under comparable
circumstances in 1986 and 1998, re
spectively. To the present day, Russia's
public finances and trade balances are
remarkably healthy by international
standards: that $600 billion financial
reserve has been periodically replen
ished; Russia's public debt as a per
centage of GDP (less than 20%) is a
small fraction of that of more devel
oped economies such as the United
States (more than 100%), Japan (nearly
250%), and Germany (more than 80%);
and the country runs significant foreign
trade surpluses year in, year out. More
over, in 2018, after his overwhelming
reelection as president, Putin pushed
through parliament a controversial bill
reforming the country's social secu
rity system, progressively raising the
eligibility age for men and women by
five years. Though Putin's popularity
took a short-term hit (down to about
60% approval), the measure solidified
the long-term financing of the Russian
public pension system. In sum, while
Putin's Russia faces major challenges
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Gas pipes at the Comprehensive Gas Treatment Unit No.3 at the Gazprom PJSC Chayandin
skoye oil, gas, and condensate field, a resource base for the Power of Siberia gas pipeline,
in the Lensk district of the Sakha Republic, Russia, on Oct. 11, 2021. Amid record daily
swings of as much as 40% in European gas prices, Russian President Vladimir Putin made
a calculated intervention to cool the market by saying Gazprom can boost supplies to help
ease shortages. (ANDREY RUDAKOV/BLOOMBERG/GETTY IMAGES)

in modernizing its economy to be less
dependent on fossil fuels, his economic
team has managed the country's assets
with a degree of prudence that reflects
the impact of the twin shocks of the fi
nancial collapses of the late 1980s and
late 1990s. By all evidence, a signifi
cant majority of Russians appreciate
the relative economic and social stabil
ity that this has made possible.
Putin and bis network have also
built a political machine that, while
authoritarian in its essence, has suc
ceeded in attracting impressive levels
of popular support over two decades.
The cultivation of public opinion takes
various forms.
First, Putin's upper leadership
team-drawn disproportionately from
military and paramilitary circles (Putin
himselfwas a career intelligence officer
in the KGB)-have exploited a favor
able vacuum in Russian national poli
tics in order to present Putin and those
loyal to him (such as in the United Rus
sia party) as the only plausible choice
before the country. Russia's liberals
were discredited by the disaster that
befell the country in the "liberalizing"
I 990s and have remained uncompeti
tive for national office since. In addi-

tion, the anti-liberal Russian Commu
nist Party is commonly seen a party of
nostalgia, one without a true program
for what remains a post-communist
Russia. Communist participation in
national elections thus gives them the
appearance of competition without the
substance: in the last several presiden
tial elections, Communist candidates
have struggled to reach the 20% mark.
With both liberal and communist alter
natives being non-competitive, it has
been simpler for Putin to present his
national-patriotic program and persona
as the only viable one for Russia.
Second, what Russian scholar Olga
Kryshtanovskaya has termed Putin's
"militocracy" has taken no chances.
Electoral laws have been changed
scores of times in the Putin era. These
include: prohibiting foreign non-gov
ernmental organizations (NGO's) from
monitoring Russian elections; chang
ing the threshold of votes needed for
parties to be represented in parliament
as parties' fortunes waxed and waned;
raising the membership minimums for
parties to be legally registered; alter
nating between direct and proportional
representation in parliament; prohibit
ing electoral alliances among parties;
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waged a three-month air war against
erbia against strong Russian opposi
tion. That war was a catalytic moment
in Russian politics and public opinion:
Russia's liberals were discredited be
ause of their identification with the
United States while Russian opinion,
ncouraged by the government and the
media under its influence, rallied to an
anti-American consensus.
In the fall of 1999, as Putin had
begun to wage all-out war in order to
recover the lost province of Chechnya,
the Clinton administration began to
criticize the Russian government and
military for its conduct of the conflict
in ways that it had not done when Pu
tin's predecessor Yeltsin waged (and
lost) the first stage of the war between
1994-96. In the event, Putin's policy
of total war galvanized Russian opin
ion and cemented his relationship with
the Russian military. By early 2000, the
capacity of Chechen rebels to conduct
large-scale, organized combat opera
tions against Russia had been broken;
this, more than any single factor, cata
pulted Putin to the Russian Presidency
in the March 2000 election. As far as
Putin and his national security team
were concerned as they assessed U.S.
policy, Russia was on its own.
It is all the more remarkable, then,
that after the 9/11 terror attacks in the
United States, Putin rejected the con
sensus advice of his advisers and al
lied Russia with the United States in the
war against al-Qaeda and the Taliban
in Afghanistan. Ironically, it was the
presence of Russian troops outside of
Russia, in Tajikistan along the Afghan
border, that allowed Russia to reinforce
anti-Taliban rebels in the north of Af
ghanistan quickly and effectively: it
was these Russian-supplied troops that
captured Kabul in November 2001.
Putin quickly discovered that Wash
ington was uninterested in his agenda
of a broader partnership. Against Pu
tin's preferences, the United States
maintained military bases in post-So
viet Uzbekistan and Kyrgyzstan years
after the initial intense combat phase of
the Afghan war was over in late 2001.
The U.S.-led invasion oflraq in March
2003 was only the most dramatic in-
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U.S. President George W. Bush and Georgian President Mikheil Saakashvili (R) wave to
the crowd May I 0, 2005, at Freedom Square in the Georgian capital Tbilisi. The peaceful
resolution of separatist conflicts on its territory is "essential"for Georgia to be integrated
into the West, President Bush said in an open-air speech to tens of thousands of locals in
this strategic ex-Soviet republic.(AFP/GETTY IMAGES)

stance of Washington ignoring Mos
cow's (and Paris's and Berlin's, among
others) interests. By 2004, the United
States was supporting Ukrainian presi
dential candidate Viktor Yushchenko
against Putin's choice, Viktor Ya
nukovich, in a contested election that
eventually saw the defeat of Moscow's
candidate. At the same time, Bush ad
ministration officials were encouraging
the new Georgian President Mikheil
Saakashvili in the latter's effort for
Georgia to join NATO as rapidly as
possible. At NATO's summit meeting
in Bucharest, Romania, in April 2008,
U.S. pressure induced NATO to issue
a communique to the effect that both
Georgia and Ukraine would one day
join the trans-Atlantic alliance. In the
meantime, NATO continued to expand
eastward to include Estonia, Latvia,
and Lithuania, all part of the Soviet
Union between 1940-91, as well as
ex-Warsaw Pact members Bulgaria and
Romania.
This is the political context for the
five-day Russia-Georgia War of Au
gust 2008. Twice, Putin had offered to
withdraw Russian troops from Geor
gia's border provinces of Abkhazia and
South Ossetia, where they had been

stationed since the early 1990s, in ex
change for a treaty in which Georgia
would renounce NATO membership
for 40 years. Twice had Saakashvili's
government refused. W hen Saakash
vili recklessly sent ground troops into
South Ossetia in early August 2008 in
the hope of eliciting U.S. support be
fore Putin could react, Putin ordered
the Russian Army across the border
and in five days the Georgian army
was defeated decisively. Fortunately,
there was no contact between the Rus
sian army and several hundred U.S.
soldiers in Georgia training and equip
ping the Georgian army. Russian troops
were suddenly withdrawn from Geor
gia proper but the message had been
sent: Georgian (as well as Ukrainian)
admission for NATO was a red line
for the Kremlin that it was prepared to
police by force. Putin had managed to
assert Russian interests forcefully and
without provoking a military confron
tation with the United States or NATO.
Russian opinion overwhelmingly sup
ported this move.
In 2009, the Obama administration
proposed a "reset" of relations with Mos
cow, based in part on the belief that the
Bush Administration had overreached
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in its foreign policy in general and its
approach toward Russia's borderlands
in particular. Yet in spite of a number of
impressive accomplishments-includ
ing a new nuclear arms control agree
ment, the expansion of Russian land and
air space to assist NATO operations in
Afghanistan, U.S. commitment to ac
celerate Russia's admission to the World
Trade Organization (W TO), and even
Russian restraint in arms sales to Iran
pending the conclusion of a nuclear ma
terials deal-the reset began to unravel
in less than two years. This reflected in
part the continuing enormous disparity
in power between the two countries in
favor of the United States and Ameri
can unwillingness to grant Moscow the
status of substantive equality; but it was
also the result of deep policy differences
over the international status of Russia's
borderlands and the increasingly deep
rooted animosity in the bodies politic
of Russia and the United States toward
each other.
In March 2011, the Russian gov
ernment had assented to UN Security
Council Resolution 1973, which grant
ed NATO the authority to engage in
"humanitarian" intervention in the Lib
yan Civil War, in particular to prevent
what was believed to be an impending
genocide of Qaddafi's opponents in
Benghazi. The Obama administration
assured then Russian President Med
vedev that such authority would not be
used for purposes of regime change.
By the summer, however, Libyan dicta
tor Muammar al-Qaddafi's regime had
indeed been overthrown by an oppo
sition strengthened by the presence of
NATO air power and Qaddafi himself
had been killed. Putin, nominally prime
minister but still the power behind the
throne, was outraged, concluding that
the Kremlin had been lied to by Wash
ington and that Russia-with its veto
on the UN Security Council-would
never allow such authorization of
NATO power again. The progressive
destabilization of Libya, with conse
quent massive refugee flows outside
the country, informed Putin's determi
nation to prevent such intervention in
the subsequent civil war in Syria, much
closer to Russia. It was a simple mat-
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ter for the Russian media machine to
use video of the anarchy in Libya to
persuade most Russians of the justice
of this policy and of the danger al
legedly posed by NATO (French and
British warplanes, with U.S. logistical
support, had flown most of the sorties
over Libya.)
A few months later, in December
2011, protests broke out in several
Russian cities against the apparent ma
nipulation of parliamentary election
results in favor of Putin's United Rus
sia party. It was then that Aleksei Na
valny emerged as a talented exploiter
of social media to encourage and orga
nize crowds against the Kremlin. The
Obama Administration, led by Secre
tary of State Hillary Clinton and the
newly appointed Ambassador Michael
Mcfaul, quickly and publicly sided
with the protestors against Putin's
government. In the end, such remon
strances had no effect on those elec
tions or on Putin's election once again
as president just four months later but
they reinforced the conviction in the
Kremlin that the United States was bent
not just on rolling back Russian power
abroad but on undermining Putin's
power from within.
The unraveling of the Obama-Rus
sia reset was also driven by domestic
level factors in the United States be
yond the control of the White House. In
the fall of 2012, a major goal of the re
set was achieved when Russia entered
the W TO. One consequence of this was
that cold-war era human rights legis
lation still on the books, namely the
Jackson-Yanik Amendment to the 1972
U.S.-Soviet Trade Act that tied trade
levels to Soviet emigration practices,
was illegal under W TO rules. In order
to protect U.S. companies from likely
legal action, the U.S. Congress not only
abrogated Jackson-Yanik (favored by
the Obama administration) but sub
stituted new human rights legislation
in the form of the Magnitsky Act (op
posed by the White House). This bill
targeted individual Russian officials
that the Congress deemed responsible
for the death of the eponymous Rus
sian lawyer of a U.S.-born business
man who died in a Russian jail after
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abusive medical neglect: their assets in
the United States could be seized, visas
denied, etc. Almost immediately, Putin
pushed through the Russian parliament
a bill that prevented Americans from
adopting Russian orphans: predictably,
the law passed almost unanimously.
Shortly before, Putin's government had
expelled the U.S. Agency for Interna
tional Development from Russia, fear
ing that it was encouraging Russians to
organize civically and politically against
Putin's regime.
By summer 2013, the bottom was
falling out of the bilateral relation
ship. U.S. intelligence defector Edward
Snowden wound up in Moscow and Pu
tin refused to extradite him to the United
States. In reply, President Obama can
celled a summit meeting with Putin
scheduled for September 2013. Thus,
even before the outbreak of the Ukraine
crisis in late fall 2013, U.S.-Russia rela
tions lay in tattered shreds.
That crisis revealed that Moscow
and Washington were engaged in a
"zero-sum" game for influence in
Ukraine, whose international status
Moscow regarded as a vital Russian
national interest. In late November
2013, Putin had rewarded Ukrainian
leader Viktor Yanukovich with an im
mediate $15 billion credit and assur
ances of continued low prices for the
import of Russian natural gas for not
signing an Association Agreement with
the European Union. Subsequent pro
tests throughoutUkraine were met with
force, entailing deaths of demonstra
tors shot by police in early December;
this triggered a massive escalation of
protests and the effective loss of con
trol over much ofUkraine's territory by
Yanukovich's government. For the next
two months, the national government
in Kiev was paralyzed and Yanukovich,
who retained Putin's support, seemed
politically isolated. In mid-February,
U.S. Undersecretary of State Victoria
Nuland was recorded, no doubt by Rus
sian intelligence, on an open cell phone
call in Kiev with U.S. Ambassador to
Ukraine Geoffrey Pyatt, reviewing the
acceptability to the United States of
candidates to run a post-Yanukovich
Ukrainian government, one that all ob-
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servers were convinced would pursue
a strongly anti-Russian and pro-NATO
policy once in power. In late Febru
ary, an EU-brokered deal for acceler
ated national elections collapsed when
street protestors, many well-armed,
refused to support any deal that had
Yanukovich remain as President, even
provisionally. Yanukovich, whose taste
for lavish corruption was well known,
suddenly fled Ukraine to find protec
tion under Russian jurisdiction and a
new, pro-American government took
power. This was the immediate context
for the Russian seizure of Crimea in
March 2014, the subsequent instigation
of armed resistance in eastern Ukrai
nian regions bordering Russia, and the
imposition of trade and financial sanc
tions by the United States and the Eu
ropean Union that remain in force to
the present day.
Since that time, Putin's government
has pursued a foreign policy based on
the premise that Russia's core interests
cannot be achieved through collabora
tion with the United States. In tum, a
bipartisan U.S. consensus has emerged
to the effect that Washington cannot
maintain good relations with Moscow
so long as Putin rules the Kremlin. Eco
nomic sanctions by the United States
and the EU, most of whose members
also belong to NATO, have induced
Putin's government to find ways to
counteract the overwhelming econom
ic superiority that the Western states
collectively have over Russia, on the
order of 20: l in terms of dollarized
GDP. These ways include, but are not
limited to, the cultivation of privileged
bilateral relationships with key Euro
pean countries, above all Germany;
financing of nationalist and anti-EU
parties throughout the EU; as well as
intervention in electoral campaigns, in
cluding the 2016 U.S. presidential race
between Donald Trump and Hillary
Clinton. Russia has also sought to di
versify its foreign policy, for instance,
by intensifying its relationship with
China in order to reduce the impact of
growing economic isolation from the
trans-Atlantic world. And, as Russia's
Syrian intervention has shown, Putin
is prepared to directly assert Russian
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military power abroad, regardless of
U.S. and EU opposition
.
The EU as a bloc is Russia's most
important trading partner, although the
Russian economy is much more depen
dent on the EU than vice versa. At the
same time, many EU countries, above
all Germany, import a significant per
centage of their oil and natural gas from
Russia (about 40% for Germany). Such
imports are so important to EU states
that the economic and financial sane-

tions that Brussels imposed on Moscow
in 2014 over Moscow's interference
in Ukrainian affairs do not extend to
Russian fossil fuels exports Moreover,
.
much of that fuel transited Ukraine and
Poland on its way from Siberian pro
ducers to West European consumers,
a legacy of Soviet-era infrastructure
practice. This has meant that disputes
between Kiev and Moscow allowed
Ukraine a certain leverage over Russia,
as Ukrainian governments have from
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Russian President Vladimir Putin (R) shakes hands with Hungarian Prime Minister Viktor
Orban during their meeting at the Kremlin in Moscow, Russia, Septembe,; 18, 2018. (MIKHAIL

SVETLOV/GETTY IMAGES)

time to time blocked or siphoned off
Russian deliveries to Western Europe
(those customers pay the highest prices
of all of Russia's energy clients). ln re
sponse, and well before the outbreak
of the 2013-14 Ukraine crisis, Russia
concluded a bilateral agreement with
Germany for the construction of two
natural gas pipelines under the Baltic
Sea that directly connect Russia and
Germany, bypassing Ukraine and the
rest of Eastern Europe. Tn this way,
Russia hopes that it can isolate its re
lations with Ukraine from those with
the EU, where Germany remains the
leading power. Russian pressure on
Ukraine would thus no longer lead to a
significant cut in fuels deliveries to key
European customers, thereby reducing
the incentives for the EU to intervene
in disputes between Moscow and Kiev.
In summer 2021, as the second pipe
line was being completed, the Biden
Administration effectively dropped its
opposition to the project, implicitly ac
knowledging that it could not influence
Germany on a question of such obvious
economic importance to Berlin. Putin,
himself an energy expert, had thereby
established a balance between Mos
cow and the EU that Russia's macro
level economic dependence on the EU
would not otherwise justify.
At the same time, Russia bas cul
tivated relations with EU nationalist
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and populist parties and leaders in an
effort to sow division and weaken the
Union's capacity to act en bloc against
Russia. These include the Hungarian
populist leader Victor Orban, who has
met at least annually with Putin since
2017 and has taken a number of initia
tives on Russia that place him outside
of the EU mainstream. These include:
calling for an easing of EU sanctions
against Russia; approving a contract
with Russia (signed on September 27,
2021) for a natural gas pipeline that
would bypass Ukraine by moving
fuel under the Black Sea and thence
through the Balkans to Hungary, a
major consumer of Russian fuels; and
approving for use in Hungary Chinese
and Russian Covid-19 vaccines be
fore they were approved by the EU.
In this case, Putin is mainly reacting
to an opportunity that Orban's own as
sault on EU influence in Hungary has
presented but it underscores Moscow's
preference for bilateralism versus mul
tilateralism in relations with Europe.
In Western Europe, official Russian
institutions as well as internet agents
with often murky ties to Russian intel
ligence have embraced far right parties
advancing anti-EU agendas. The most
prominent such case involved France's
extreme right wing National Rally (at
the time National Front) party, led by
Marine Le Pen. Le Pen's party, openly
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anti-immigration and anti-EU, 'could
not obtain financing for its political
operations within France or the EU in
spite of approaching a dozen banks; in
2014, it was eventually able to obtain a
$11.7 million dollar loan at 6% interest
from the First Czech Moscow Bank,
which is under the supervision of the
Kremlin controlled Central Bank of
Moscow. Le Pen's father Jean-Marie,
founder of the party, secured a $2.5
million personal loan from a Russian
controlled holding company based in
Cyprus belonging to an ex-KGB agent.
In effect, Moscow is committed to sup
porting forces that weaken the EU and
thus the bloc's potential to act as a uni
fied whole against Russian interests in
Europe, East and West.
Putin has also reinforced Russia's
relationship with China in the face of
growing hostility with the EU and the
United States. In spring 2014, at the
height of the crisis over Russia's sei
zure of Crimea from Ukraine, Russia
signed a 20-year, $400 billion energy
deal with China, guaranteeing China
essential supplies offuel for its boom
ing industrial economy while afford
ing Russia financing from China that
was now unattainable on global capi
tal markets dominated by the United
States and European Union countries.
Russia-China bilateral trade, which
includes major Russian arms exports
to China, now approaches $100 billion
annually, up dramatically from less
than $10 billion per year in the 1990s.
In recent years, Russia has conducted
regular naval maneuvers with the Chi
nese navy in the Sea of Japan and con
sults closely with China on matters re
lated to Central Asian security through
the Shanghai Cooperation Council.
The two countries tend to vote in uni
son on the UN Security Council in
opposing U .S. and/or EU countries'
resolutions condemning human rights
abuses by governments in situations
like the Syrian Civil War and are de
termined that the UN not be made an
instrument of Western military pres
sure against "sovereign" states. While
far from a formal security alliance,
Moscow's relations with Beijing have
acted as an economic, diplomatic, and
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ecurity shock absorber in the wake of
Russia's semi-isolation from the West
ince 2014.
Along Russia's western border, EU
and U.S. sanctions against the Belaruian regime of Aleksandr G. Lukashen
ko-over election fraud and the appar
ent hijacking of a commercial airliner
in May 2021 to arrest a Belarusian dis
sident--have driven Minsk ever closer
to Moscow. In September 2021, Russia
pledged $630 million in new loans to
Lukashenko's government and the con
tinuation of deliveries of natural gas
from Russia at prices well below those
on the world market. In light of the end
of immigration controls between the
two countries and regular, large-scale
joint military exercises, Belarus now
clearly falls within an exclusive Rus
sian sphere of influence.

U.S. President Joe Eiden (2L) and Russian President Vladimir Putin shake hands as Swiss
President Guy Parmelin (R) looks on during the US-Russia summit at Villa La Grange on
June 16, 2021, in Geneva, Switzerland. Biden is meeting his Russian counte1part, Putin,for
the first time as president. (PETER KLAUNZER/POOUKEYSTONE/GETTY IMAGES)

Concluding reflections
The collapse of the Obama-Russia re
set that began in 2011 was the third fail
ure to stabilize bilateral relations since
the onset of the post-Soviet period in
U.S.-Russian relations. By 1999, the
Clinton-Yeltsin attempt to establish a
comprehensive pa1inership died in con
sequence of Russia's socio-economic
collapse, NATO expansion, and NA
TO's air war against Serbia. The U.S.
Russia alliance on Afghanistan after
the 9/11 terror attacks imploded shortly
after the overthrow of the Taliban in
November 2001. In all three cases, the
imbalance of power between Moscow
and Washington in favor of the latter
combined with irreconcilable objec
tives about the international status of
Russia's historical borderlands under
mined leaders' effo1is to build a stable
and mutually beneficial relationship.
By October 2014, in the aftermath of
the Russian annexation of Crimea from
Ukraine, President Obama stated that
the United States faced three principal
threats: from the Ebola virus, from the
ISIS terrorist group, and from Russia.
His former Secretary of State Hill
ary Clinton, in running for president
in 2016, implicitly made the case that
in voting for her one would be voting
for Obama's third term. The personal
rancor between Putin and Clinton,

stemming from her public criticism of
the 2011 Russian parliamentary elec
tions, was intensified by Clinton later
publicly comparing Putin's policies to
those of Hitler. By all evidence, Clinton
would be the handy winner of the 2016
presidential election against Donald
Trump and be inaugurated in January
2017, just 14 months before Putin was
to stand for yet another reelection. In
sum, prospects for Russian-American
relations seemed bleak; Putin had little
to hope for and much to fear from a
Clinton presidency.
This is the political context for as
sessing Russia's interference in that
election. That Russian agents, both
official and non-official, sought and in
some cases succeeded in penetrating
confidential and politically charged
electronic accounts connected with the
Democratic National Committee, is not
in doubt. That these agents then sought
to exploit such information to the em
barrassment of the Hillary Clinton
campaign is also well established. The
scale and scope of such efforts, how
ever, are not easily compatible with the
thesis that their objective was to help
elect Donald Trump President. How
was the self-styled realist Vladimir Pu
tin to believe that Trump had a serious
chance of being elected when virtually
every U.S. electoral expert held this to

be virtually impossible? Rather, taken
in the context of the collapse in Rus
sian-American relations since at least
2013, Putin sought to sow embarrass
ment about the U.S. political process in
the expectation that Clinton would be
elected. In this way, he sought to hin
der a future President Clinton's ability
to launch an anti-Putin campaign of
political pressure based on allegedly
superior U.S. political values precisely
at the time when he was preparing his
own campaign for reelection (March
2018). Ironically, had Clinton in fact
been elected, Putin's efforts could
be judged effective. But with Trump
elected, and the poorly disguised Rus
sian interference becoming a matter
of common knowledge, the bipartisan
political backlash in the U.S. Congress
led to veto-proof legislation that pre
vented now President Trump from lift
ing economic sanctions against Russia
without prior Congressional approval.
Trump was thus powerless to offer
Putin concessions on the single-most
important item on the bilateral agenda.
An otherwise polarized American po
litical establishment now agreed that
there could be no significant improve
ment in ties between Washington and
Moscow so long as Putin remains in
power. Russian-American relations
have remained barren since.
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discussion questions
1. Why has Putin enjoyed such high levels of popularity? Does he
deserve this admiration?

unwillingness to see Russia as its equal. Should the U.S. reconsider
this perception of Russia in order to improve relations with Putin?

2. Both Aleksei Navalny and Pussy Riot received low levels of
support in response to their acts of resistance. Despite this, should
they and other dissidents continue to challenge Putin's regime? Is
it worth doing so?

4. Should the United States be seeking influence in Ukraine? ls

3. Obama's "reset" of relations with Russia began to unravel only
two years after it was established. This is in part due to the U.S.

it important for American foreign policy to be supporting an anti
Russian government in that country?

S. ls there hope for a better relationship between Russia and the
United States? Why or why not?

suggested readings
Timothy Frye, Weak Strongman. The Limits of Power in Putin s
Russia (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2021 ). Frye intro
duces the reader to the Russia which is often overlooked. By an
swering such questions as: "How popular is Putin?", and "Why are
relations with the West so fraught?", Frye offers a new reassessment
of Russian politics that provides a detailed examination of this
modern autocracy.
Richard Rose, William Mishler, and Neil Munro, Popular Sup
port for an Undemocratic Regime: The Changing Views of Rus
sians (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 2011). Rose,
Mishler, and Munro use a series of surveys from 1992 to 2009 to
show how popular support for the Russian regime has increased
over the years, despite becoming more undemocratic. They explore
why this phenomenon has occurred.
Andrei Tsygankov, Russia and America. The Asymmetric Rivaby
(UK: Polity Press, 2019). Tsygankov argues that Russia, being the

weaker power, exploits its relations with non-Western allies to de
fend and promote its interests and avoid yielding to U.S. pressures.
Richard Sakwa, Henry Hale and Stephen White, eds. Development
in Russian Politics 9 (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2019).
Sakwa, Hale, and White explain recent developments in Russian
politics including such topics as: executive leadership, political
parties, and elections.
Angela Stent, Putin s World. Russia against the West and with the
Rest (New York: Twelve Books, 2019). Stent examines Russia's
turbulent past, its influence on Putin, Russian's understanding of
their position on the global stage, and their belief that the West has
denied them a seat at the table of great powers.
https://www.levada.ru (a bilingual website of the independent Rus
sian polling agency The Levada Center with data and analysis of
Russian public opinion going back to the 1990s).

Don't forget to vote!
Download a copy of the ballot questions f rom the
Resources page at www.fpa.org/great_decisions
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To access web links to these readings, as well as links to
additional, shorter readings and suggested web sites,

GO TO

www.fpa.org/great_decisions

and click on the topic under Resources, on the right-hand side of the page.
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